
Invictus – Step 3

The Springbocks

Match the elements from the first column to those from the second column.

It is the to support the team
Their colours are the former Government and the Apartheid
They represented the 1995 World Cup
They lost the only black player
Supporters are South African rugby team
The community wants to the match against England
François Pienaar is Mandela’s project to unify the nation
Chester is green and golden
The team participates to change the name of the team
Mandela decides the captain of the team
The Spring Bocks will serve disappointed

François and Mandela’s first meeting

Tick the right answers or answer the questions

Before and during the meeting, François looks:
� confident �disappointed �narrow-minded �relaxed � nervous

What’s François’job? ………………………….

For Mandela, this job is:
�very easy �just like any another job �difficult �insignificant

In the conversation, Mandela mentions some English traditions:
�fish & chips �eggs and bacon �rugby �cricket �tea �beer
�football �roast beef

Mandela wonders (se demande) how to :
�encourage the football team �encourage the rugby team to give up the World Cup
�encourage the springboks to win the Cup �discourage the team for the World Cup

Mandela explains to François that when he was in prison, he found inspiration in:
�a film �a poem �a book �a newspaper article  �a song

For the president, in order to build the South African nation, people need to:
�keep their traditions �forget their traditions �make efforts and exceed their 
expectations

François explains that before big matches, the Springboks:
�stay quiet �listen to a song chosen by their captain�watch a film
�read a poem �send text messages to their families

What does Mandela want? ……………………………………………………………………...
…………………………………………………………………………………………………...
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The Sprinboks in the townships

The Springboks’attitude before 
going to and when arriving at 
the township

François’s reactions 

The little boys and Chester

The evolution and changes in the
scene

Mandela’s reaction at the report 
on TV
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